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Executive Summary
There is a recognized need for traffic calming within the City of Winooski. Realizing this, the
City of Winooski obtained the services of Lamoureux & Dickinson to conduct a study and
prepare a traffic calming enhancement plan for the City. A project advisory committee (PAC)
comprised of members of the public as well as City staff and a member of the City Council was
established to oversee and facilitate the project. Public hearings were held throughout the study
process and will be continued during selection, design and implementation of traffic calming
projects as research has shown that community involvement is the single most important
element of a successful traffic calming program. The preparation of this document was financed
through the transportation planning funds provided by the U.S. Department of Transportation
under the Transportation Equity Act for the 21 st Century (TEA-21) and by matching funds
provided by the City of Winooski.
Traffic calming involves six primaly steps:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

problem identification and needs assessment
identification of alternatives and techniques
selection of a plan or vision
irn.plementation
evaluation
modification and re-application

This Traffic Calming Study takes seventeen study area streets, selected by the City, through the
first two steps of this process. Guidance is then provided for completing the process for these
streets and applying the entire process to other City streets.
As part of the first step, field inventories were conducted for each of the selected study streets
to identify existing street conditions. Automatic traffic recorder counts were then obtained to
produce information about the average annual weekday traffic (AADT) and speeds of vehicles
traveling on the study area streets. The measured volumes and speeds ,vere then compared to
thresholds which were established to help distinguish between real and perceived problems. Cutthrough traffic and accident data was also collected to further identify problem areas on the
study streets. Public input sessions, surveys of children and elderly, and interviews with public
service groups were also conducted to identify operational and safety deficiencies in the study
area.
The majority of step two involved identifying and categorizing the many traffic calming devices
available. A Tmffic Calmi7lg Toolbox was developed to summarize the information collected about
the various traffic calming techniques, including pros and cons, cost estimates, and applicability.
The toolbox contains two categories of devices:
Phase I devices are lower cost and less restrictive than Phase II options and thus can
usually be implernented quickly.
• Phase II devices involve physical restrictions to the roadway and are more costly.
Using this infornlation, the City can implement less restrictive methods, monitor the results, and
install more restrictive measures as deemed necessary.
8

To begin applying these traffic calming devices to the study area streets, a public input session
was held. The public was divided into groups and given a specific group of study area streets.
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Each group was given a packet of information about the areas of concern for their streets and
the handbook of traffic calming devices. They were then asked to develop a traffic calming plan
for their group of streets. The feasibility of the public recommendations were examined and
supplemented with additional options and presented at the second public work session. Based
on input from this meeting, a final set of traffic calming options were developed for each street
within the study area. Drawings were developed for each of the study area streets showing
possible locations for various traffic calming devices applicable to each street'. The following
table is a compilation of the various Phase I and Phase II options recommended throughout the
study area,

I

Phase I 0etions

I

Phase II 0etions

Pavement Markings (Center Lines, Edge Lines,
Stop bars and Parallel Parking)

Raised Textured Crosswalks

Share the Road & Pedestrian Warning Signs

Curb Extensions at Intersections

Pedestrian Barrels and Crossing Signs

Mid-Block Narrowing

Upgrade / New Sidewalks

Half-Street Closures

Truck Prohibitions

Gateways

Multi-way Stops

Pedestrian Refuges

One-way Streets

Roundabouts

Smart Carts

Speed Humps

Street Tree Plantings

Chicanes

Neighborhood Speed Watch

Rumble Strips

I

Having identified possible traffic calming options for the study area streets, guidance is provided
on the rernaining steps in the traffic calming process. It is recornmended that Phase I options
be considered first, Other cities have reported that up to 85% of their residential traffic
complaints have been solved with responses similar to those identified as Phase I type, With
Phase II devices, it is important to keep in mind that traffic calnling on one street may lead to
increased traffic volumes on other adjacent streets. The ultimate authority for making the
selection resides with the City Council, however, the community should always have input as
traffic calming measures are being considered. It must also be kept in mind that for traffic
calming to be most successful on the local streets, traffic flow must be favorable on the major
streets, particularly Main Street (Rottte 7) and East Allen Street (Route 15),
Using the information provided in this study, the City should develop a step by step traffic
calniing program which can be presented to the City Council for adoption. Due to limited
funding sources, it is likely that the City will have to prioritize streets on which to install traffic
calming devices. A sample scoring system has been included in the report to assist the City with
this task.
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Introduction
Background
There is a recognized need for traffic calming within the City of Winooski. A number of
residents have approached the City Council with their concerns about speeding, cut-through and
heavy truck traffic on their "neighborhood" streets. In August of 1999, the City temporarily
installed Jersey barriers on the northern end of Weaver Street to imitate a traffic calming
enhancement which alters the path of flow thereby slowing traffic and reducing unwanted truck
and cut-through traffic. As a result of this trial, the City staff decided that they did not have the
expertise to select a specific traffic-calming device that was best suited to the various conditions
which exist throughout the City. At that point, the City applied for and received a
Transportation for Livable Communities Grant from the Chittenden County Metropolitan
Planning Organization (CCMPO) for the analysis and developnlent of traffic calming
enhancements for priority streets throughout the City. Figure 1 is a study area map shOWing the
selected streets. The preparation of this document was financed through the transportation
planning funds provided by the U.S. Department of Transportation under the Transportation
Equity Act for the 21 st Century (TEA-21) and by matching funds provided by the City of
Winooski.
Purpose of Study
The study was undertaken for the purpose of developing strategies to effectively slow vehicles,
discourage cut-through traffic and to improve bicycle and pedestrian movelTlents within the
residential sections of the City as a ,>vay to improve the quality of life for the residents of these
streets. Although the focus of this study is on the seventeen study area streets selected by the
City, the procedure detailed in this report can be applied to any residential street within the
City.
Studv Process
The City of Winooski obtained the services of Lamoureux & Dickinson to conduct the study
and prepare a traffic calming enhancement plan. A project advisory committee (PAC) comprised
of members of the public as well as City staff and a member of the Council was established to
oversee and facilitate the project. Meetings were held with the PAC prior to each publiC hearing
for review and comment on the information to be presented. The public hearings were a key
part of the study process and must be continued during selection, design and implementation
of traffic calming projects. Neighborhood traffic calming is controversial because some people
gain and some people lose. If the negative effects are not understood in advance, it will appear
that there will always be "unforseen" adverse impacts which can discredit the process. Research
has shown that cornmunity involvement is the single most important element of a successful
traffic calming program. I

I

Cynthia L. Hoyle, Traffic Calming, (American Planning Association, July 1995), pg 19.

Lamoureux & Dickinson Consulting Engineers, Inc.
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Organization of the Report
Traffic calming involves the following steps2:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

problem identification and needs assessment
identification of alternatives ,and techniques
selection of a plan or vision
implementation
evaluation
modification and re-application

The following sections of this report take the study area streets through the first two steps of this
process. Guidance is then provided for completing the process and providing funding for traffic
calming projects on these streets.

2

Hoyle, pg. 19.

Lamoureux & Dickinson Consulting Engineers, Inc.
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Figure 1
Lamoureux & Dickinson Consulting Engineers, Inc.
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Problem Identification and Needs Assessment
Street Inventories
The first step in the traffic calming process is to identify the problems and assess the needs of
a given residential street. As part of this step, field inventories were conducted for each of the
selected study streets to identify existing street conditions. Information was gathered on the
street width, grades, pavement, curbing, lighting, drainage, sidewalks, line of sight, parking and
general neighborhood character. A table has been included in Appendix A which contains a
summary of the observations made for each street. Figure 2 is a graphical representation of
several of the existing roadway features. Figure 3 summarizes the pedestrian / bicycle facility
features. Existing land use within the study area was also documented and is sum.marized on
Figure 4.
Traffic Data
Functiollal ClassijiCrltioll
Winooski has a mix of roadvvay types ranging from primary arterials to local streets. Figure 5
shows the functional classification of the roadways within the City. Traffic calming should
complernent the intended function of the route therefore this information will come into play
when various traffic calming devices are reC0111111ended for the study area streets. The primary
purpose for each functional classification is as follows:
Principal arterials - serve as rnajor through routes from one side of the City to another.
Traffic calrning generally concentrates on pedestrian / bicycle accornrnodations rather
than speed and volume reductions.
Minor arterials - serve as minor through routes from one side of the City to another.
Traffic calming generally concentrates on pedestrian / bicycle accommodations and speed
reduction rather than volume reductions.
Collectors - provide a connection between the local streets and the arterials as well as
serving abutting land use and are not intended to be major through routes from one side
of the City to another. Several types of traffic calming devices are appropriate for
collectors.
Local streets - provide access to local residences and businesses, serve auto, bicycle, and
pedestrian circulation needs and should not carry significant volumes of through-traffic.
They are suitable for consideration of all types of traffic calming devices.
Traffic Volllmes
Automatic traffic recorder (ATR) counts were conducted on a representative sample of the
streets within the study area. These counts were used to produce information about the average
annual weekday traffic (MDT), hourly traffic patterns and speeds of vehicles traveling within
the study area. ATR counts were also obtained from the Vermont Agency of Transportation
(Vtrans) and the Chittenden County Metropolitan Planning Organization (CCMPO) for several
other streets. Figure 6 summarizes the AADT's on a majority of the streets within the study
area. Although Main Street and Route 15 were not part of the study, traffic volumes from the
VTrans count stations on these routes (D-234 and D-235) are shown for comparison with the
volumes on the other streets. Graphs showing the hourly patterns and speeds of traffic on the
study area streets are included in Appendix A. These graphs include information on the dates
and locations of the traffic counts. It should be noted that West Allen Street was under
construction when the count was conducted on that street.
--------------------=---=---=~------~------------------------------------=-----
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Before considering a traffic-calming program for a street, it is important to distinguish between
real and perceived problems. For this purpose, a threshold of "acceptable" traffic must be
established to determine whether a traffic volume problem exists which can be addressed by
traffic calming tools. Local residential access streets are designed to carry low traffic volumes
(l00 to 1,500 vehicles / day). It has been found that volumes exceeding 2,000 vehicles / day
are considered a problem by residents on local streets. In many cases, any through traffic on
local residential streets is often perceived by local residents as problematic. Collector streets are
typically designed to carry between 1,500 to 3,500 vehicles per da/. It is recommended that
a threshold of 4,000 vehicles per day be used before a volume problem is considered on a
collector street. Arterials are designed to cany traffic volumes in excess of 3,500 vehicles per day
and should not be assigned with specific volume thresholds.

Trrlffic Speeds
The residential 25 mph speed lirnit is routinely exceeded by a significant majority of drivers
throughout the United States 5 . Federal and State speed limit guidelines both define "reasonable
speed" as that speed that 85% of the drivers do not exceed. It is recommended that an 85 th
percentile speed of 32 miles per hour or more on residential streets be used as the threshold for
confirming a need for traffic calming devices 6 . The traffic counts conducted in the study area
confirm that these volume and speed thresholds are being exceeded on the following streets:
St reets Excee d"mg V o 1ume anei S)pee d Th res h 0 ld s

C

Volume thresholds exceeded on

85'h .eercentile

s~ed threshold e~ceeded

Weaver Street

Weaver Street (35 mph)

East Spring Street

East Spring Street (40 mph)

Elm Street

West Spring Street 37 mph)

St. Peter Street

North Street (37 mph)

on

I

LaFountain Street (36 mph)

In other cases, it is the few drivers who are significantly exceeding the speed limit who are
generating the concerns of residents. To address these concerns, it is recornnlended that a 95 th
percentile speed greater than 40 rnph be used as an alternate threshold for conSidering traffic
calrning devices 7 .

Paul C. Box, P.E. et. aI., Guidelines for Residential Subdivision Street Design,
(Institute of Transportation Engineers, 1993), pg. 1.
3

4

Ibid., pg.l.

I-lank Mohle, P.E., Sunnyvales Approach to the Old Challenge o/Neighborhood Traffic
Calming, (presentation at 1997 ITE Annual Meeting, Boston, MA), pg. 13.
5

6

Ibid., pg. 26.

7

Mahle, pg. 26.
---------------------
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Cut-Through Traffic
Traffic counts were performed on Upper Weaver Street and on East Spring Street to determine
the amount of cut-through traffic using the streets. Pie charts are included in Appendix A which
summarize the results of these counts. Another method, used to calculate cut-through traffic on
Dion Street and Bellevue Street, was to count the number of dwellings on a street and use the
Institute of Transportation Engineers Trip GCIlemtiol1 manual to calculate the p.m. peak hour
traffic which would be generated by that number of dwellings. The difference between the total
amount of p.m. peak hour traffic on the street and the estimated amount of traffic which should
be generated by residents of the street was assumed to be cut-through traffic.
Although some residential streets may experience higher-than-desired traffic volumes, the nature
and function of the street must be examined to determine if an inappropriate amount of cutthrough traffic is using the street. Collector streets such as Dion, LaFountain and East / West,
Spring Street are expected to have some percentage of cut-through traffic. Local streets such as
Weaver Street however, are not intended to be used as cut-through streets. It is recommended
that a local street with more than 20% of its volume comprised of cut-through traffic be
considered for traffic calming.
Estimating the amount of cut-through traffic will also serve as a tool for calculating the amount
of traffic which may be diverted as a result of traffic calming devices. This not only helps predict
the benefits of the device but also aids in planning irnprovement projects on the adjacent streets
which will receive the diverted traffic. For example, Main Street must be evaluated to determine
its ability to accept the approxinlately 2,500 vehicles per day which could be diverted from
Weaver Street.

Accidellt Data
As part of the task of identifying operational and safety deficiencies, accident information for
the past five years (1995-1999)was obtained from the Winooski Police Department. Figure 7
shows the locations of the accidents which occurred on just those streets within the study area
during this period. Plotting the accidents on a street can serve as a way to verify complaints
from residents of unsafe locations.

Lamoureux & Dickinson Consulting Engineers, Inc.
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City-wide Issues and Concerns
When preparing City-wide studies, it is important for the planners and designers to see the
problem being studied from the local perspective. To further identify the problems and assess
the needs for traffic calming, public input was gathered through a variety of methods. An initial
project kick-off meeting was held with the PAC on June 15,2000. Several city-wide concerns
were voiced by the PAC at this meeting including:

•

•
•
•
•
o

•
•
o

•

Diverting traffic out of residential areas.
Slowing speeders especially in areas where children are present.
Finding solutions that work with and without police enforcement.
Reducing the width of streets with on-street parking kept in mind.
Accommodating truck traffic where necessary and discouraging it in residential areas.
Keeping emergency vehicles and plowing in mind when designing traffic calming
devices.
Improving safety of children near the parks.
Making Main Street more attractive to drivers to divert cut-through traffic.
Getting children out of the road (walking, roller-blading, etc.)
That comnwn goals of residents 'would be contrary to that of commuters using the
streets.

Surveys were distributed at the Senior Center and at the pool on Park Street to gather concerns
from the senior citizens and children; two groups which are typically under-represented at public
meetings. A sunlmary of these surveys is included in Appendix A. The general city-wide
concerns expressed by children and seniors included:

•
•

o

Too much traffic.
Vehicles are speeding.
Vehicles are running stop signs.
Trouble crossing the streets because vehicles do not yield the right-of-way; Children
need help crossing streets.
Vehicles are not aware of pedestrians and bicyclists.

The first public vvork session was held on July 13,2000. After presenting the concerns which
L&D had identified prior to the meeting, the public was asked to give their input on areas of
concern or to fill out a survey. The city-wide concerns which were expressed by the public
include:
•
•

•

.
•
•

Drivers running stop signs.
Teenagers exceeding the sped limit especially in areas where children are present such
as the pool and park.
Being passed while doing the speed limit, impatient drivers and tailgaters.
Speeding vehicles. Speed -vs- time of day should be graphed to identify periods
where more enforcement is needed.
Pedestrians not using the sidewalks.
Sidewalks not always where people walk (observe social trails) .
Biking around Winooski is difficult.
Include impacts of Downtown Redevelopment Plan.

Lamoureux & Dickinson Consulting Engineers, Inc.
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Site Specific Concerns
Through the process of inventorying the streets, surveying children and elderly, and holding
public input sessions, several site specific operational and safety deficiencies and unmet needs
were identified. Figures 8 and 9 show these pedestrian / bicycle and vehicular areas of concern
respectively for the streets within the study area.

Traffic Calming Objectives
Traffic calming alternatives can be used to achieve a variety of objectives. Based on the results
of the problem identification and needs assessment step, the following goals have been identified
for the study area streets:

Pedestriall / Birycle Goals
• Make streets safer for children.
• Improve pedestrian safety.
.. Facilitate and improve the safety for bicycles on City streets .
• Enhance the neighborhood environment through noise reduction, increased safety,
lovver vehicle speeds and the design of roadway surface modifications.
Vehicular Goals
• Slow traffic in residential neighborhoods.
• Inlprove driver behavior to be more considerate of other users of the street.
. Reduce cut-through traffic in residential neighborhoods .
• Reduce the number and / or severity of accidents.
. Reduce need for police enforcement.

Quality of Life ImproJ7emmts
• Increase comfort level of parents to allow children to play in front yards and on
sidewalks.
• Increase desire of residents to meet and converse on the street.
Increase neighborhood identity and cohesion which might increase some residents
incentive to maintain their properties.
• TZeduce noise, fumes and vibrations from trucks.
• Increase physical activities such as walking and jogging.
Reduce traffic which may lead to a reduction in resident turnover thereby increasing
neighborhood stability.
Reduce accessibility to automobiles theteby making streets less susceptible to
residential crirne.
Create a calmer, less stressful environment for residents.
• Reduce threat by thoughtless drivers to the peace, quiet and safety of the
neighborhood.

------------------------

Lamoureux & Dickinson Consulting Enginccrs, Inc.
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Identification of Alternatives and Techniques
Overview
Traffic calming consists of three types of solutions: education, enforcement and engineering.
Education is used to inform people of ways they can help relieve traffic problems such as by
reducing their speed, not using local streets as through routes and by traveling by bus or bicycle
when possible. Enforcement relies on the local police to concentrate enforcement on the
problem streets and to increase community awareness of speeding problems. This report focuses
on engineering solutions which can work with education and enforcement but are also effective
on their own.
Traffic Calming Devices and Their Use
A great number of traffic calming devices are available. Several of these devices have more than
one narne. For the purpose of this report, a toolbox of traffic calming devices has been
developed (see Appendix C), including a sketch and the nanle of the device as used in this study.
One of the major objectives of this study was to identify and categorize the various traffic
calming devices. The Tmjjlc Calmillg Toolbox in Appendix C summarizes the information
collected about the various traffic calming techniques including pros and cons, cost estimates,
and applicability. The roadway functional classification which each device is acceptable for use
on is also provided, along with example streets for their use. The figure number in the table
refers to the Traffic Calnling Device Photo Album also included in Appendix C.
The traffic calming techniques presented in Appendix C are useful in addressing three common
problem areas as summarized in the following table.
.
T ra fE'IC C a ImUlg T ech mques
S ummanze db)y P ro bi ems Th ey Add ress

I

S£eeding Problem

I

Cut-Through Volume Problem

I

Accident Problem

Chicanes

Chicanes

Curb Extensions

Mid-Block Narrowing
(one-lane)

Curb Extensions

Pedestrian Refuges

Speed Humps

Multi-Way Stops (when volume
warrants of the MUTCD are met)

Warning Signs

Neighborhood Traffic Circle

Mid-Block Narrowing (one-lane)

Pedestrian Barrels &
Warning Signs

Street Tree Plantings

Street Closure (Diagonal Diverter,
Half-Street Closure)

Pedestrian Phasing at Signals

Police Enforcement

One-Way Streets

Raised Textured Crosswalks

Pavement Markings

Truck Prohibitions

Rumble Strips

Smart Cart

I

Multi-Way Stops

Neighborhood Speed 'Watch

Lamourcux & Dickinson Consulting Enginecrs, Inc.
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When choosing traffic calming devices, the City must strive to balance the conflicting needs
between the roadway users (lTlOtorists, pedestrians, bicyclists) and adjacent land owners.
Combining techniques is especially effective in neighborhood traffic calming. The Traffic Calming
Toolbox has two categories of devices:

•

•

Phase I devices are lower cost and less restrictive than Phase II options and thus can
usually be implemented quickly.
Phase II devices involve physical restrictions to the roadway and are more costly .

Using this information, the City can implement less restrictive methods, rnonitor the results, and
install more restrictive rneasures as deemed necessary. This will be discussed in further detail
under the implementation section of this report.
Generally, traffic calming measures should not be used on principal emergency response routes.
The primary response routes for fire and rescue are shown on Figure 5. Proposed use of traffic
calming devices within the City should be coordinated with local police, fire and etnergency
medical services. Meetings were held with the chiefs of St. Michael's Rescue and the Winooski
Police Department. Speed humps were not favored by rescue because they have to slow down
to go over them particularly when transporting patients. The Police do not like diagonal
diverters and full street closures which limit their ability to respond from anywhere in the City.
One-way streets are acceptable because police and emergency vehicles can go the wrong way with
lights and sirens on. The Police endorse raised crosswalks, street narrowing, curb extensions and
half-street closures.

Specific Applications in the Study Area
During the first public input session, the public was divided into groups and given a specific
group of study area streets. Each group was given a packet of infornl.ation about the areas of
concern for their streets and the handbook of traffic calming devices. They were then asked to
develop a traffic calming plan for their group of streets. The recommendations from the groups
have been summarized on Figure 10. The minutes from this meeting include summaries of the
recommendations and are included in Appendix B.
The feasibility of the publiC recommendations were examined and supplemented with additional
options and presented at the second public work session held on September 14, 2000. The
various options for traffic calming were reviewed and discussed for each of the study area streets.
Based on input from this meeting, a final set of traffic calming options were developed for each
street vyithin the study area. Figure 11 summarizes the options intended to address the
pedestrian and bicycle concerns. Figure 12 summarizes the vehicular traffic calming options for
the study area. To show these options in greater detail, drawings 'vvere developed for each of the
study area streets using orthophotos as base maps. Locations for various traffic calming devices
applicable to each street were sketched on top of the photos. The following tables summarize
the traffic calming options recommended for each street/ group of streets within the study area.

Lamoureux & Dickinson Consulting Engineers, Inc.
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Traffic Calming Options for Study Area Streets
VV;est Allell Stree t (F1{;llreS 13 & 14)

I

I

Phase I 0etions

I

Phase II 0etions

Pavement Markings (Center Lines, Edge Lines
and Parallel Parking)

Raised Textured Crosswalk at Park (with
crosswalk signs)

Share the Road & Pedestrian Warning Signs

Curb Extensions at Intersections

Crosswalk at Park with Barrels and Pedestrian
Crossing Signs

Mid-Block Narrowing at Park

-

Street Tree Plantings
Neighborhood Speed Watch

West Street, Elm Street, Hickok Street (Ficrllre 15)
~

I

I

Phase I Options

I

Phase II 0etions

Pavement Markings (Center Lines & Stopbars)

Raised Textured Crosswalks

Share the Road & Pedestrian Warning Signs

Half-Street Closure on Elm at West Street

Upgrade Sidewalks

Curb Extensions at Intersections

Street Tree Plantings
Truck Prohibitions on West and Hickok Streets
Neighborhood Speed Watch

c

-

Mrzllets Brz)l Avenue (Figllres 16 & 17)

.'

-

I

Phase I 0etions

I

Phase II Options

Pavement Markings (Center Lines, Edge Lines,
Parallel Parking)

Raised Textured Crosswalks

Share the Road Signs

Gateway into City

Upgrade Sidewalks

Pedestrian Refuges

Pedestrian Barrels in Crosswalks

Curb Extensions

Street Tree Plantings

Roundabout at West Allen (see Downtown
Winooski Revitalization Project)

Smart Cart at entrance to City

-------.-------------~--------~----
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Traffic Cahning Options for Study Area Streets
P"me Street, N ortlIS treet (F19ure 18)

I

I

Phase I 0etions

Phase II 0etions

Pavement Markings (Center Lines and Stopbars)

Raised Textured Crosswalks _

Share the Road and Pedestrian Warning Signs

Curb Extensions

New Sidewalks

Mid-Block Narrowing at Park

I

Pedestrian Barrels and Warning Signs at
Crosswalk near park
Street Tree Plantings

.

Neighborhood Speed Watch
Snlart Cart on Pine Street

-

St. Peter Street (Fi£;llre
19)
!.L-..

I

Phase I 0etions

I

-.

Phase II Options

Pavement Markings (Center Lines and Stopbars)

Speed Humps

One-Way Streets

Curb Extensions

Upgrade Sidewalks

Raised Textured Crosswalks

]

Pedestrian Barrels in Crosswalks
S~reet

Tree Plantings

Stevens Street (Figure 20)
-

I

Phase I Options

I

Phase II Options

Pavement Markings (Center Lines and Stopbars)

Curb Extensions

Three-vvay Stop at Weaver with no parking zones
or One-Way Street (eastbound, right~turn only
onto Main Street)

Raised Textured Crosswalks

I

Upgrade Sidewalks
Pedestrian Warning Signs

---------------------------------------Lamoureux & Dickinsol\ Consulting Engineers, Inc.
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Traffic Calming Options for Study Area Streets
Weaver Street

I

(Fi~ures

21 & 22)

I

Phase I 0etions

I

Phase II 0etions

Pavement Marldngs (Center Lines, Stopbars,
Edge Lines & Parallel Parking)

Chicane

Pedestrian Warning and Share the Road Signs

Half-street Closure at Tigan Street

New Crosswalk at Cemetery with Pedestrian
Barrels and Warning Signs

Raised Textured Crosswalks

Upgrade Sidewalks

Curb Extensions

Street Tree Plantings
Neighborhood Speed Watch
Truck Prohibitions
Smart Cart

West Sprint; Street (Firure
23)
c'

[.

Phase I Options

I

Phase II_. Options

I

Pavement Markings (Center Lines, Stopbars,
Edge Lines & Parallel Parking)

Raised Textured Crosswalks

Share the Road Signs

Curb Extensions

Upgrade Sidewalks and Complete Sidewalk
System

Rumble Strips at approach to Malletts Bay
Avenue warning stop sign

Street Tree Plantings
Smart Cart

=e,·

--

-

I

--

West / East Sprint;\ Street (Figure
24)
\

Phase I Options

I

_.

Phase II Options

Pavement Markings (Center Lines, Stopbars,
Edge Lines & Parallel Parking)

Left-turn phasing at signal

Share the Road Signs

Curb Extensions

Upgrade Sidewalks and Complete Sidewalk
System

Raised Textured Crosswalks

I

Street Tree Plantings

Lamoureux & Dickinson Consulting Engineers, Inc.
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Traffic Calming Options for Study Area Streets
E ast S pnng S treet

I

(Fzgure 25)

I

Phase I 0etions

I

Phase II 0etions

Pavement Markings (Center Lines, Stopbars,
Edge Lines & Parallel Parking)

Curb Extensions

Share the Road Signs

Raised Textured Crosswalks

Upgrade Sidewalks and Complete Sidewalk
System

Roundabout at VT Route 15 Intersection

Street Tree Plantings
One-way Hood / Russell Street combination
Smart Cart

Leclair-- Street, LaFountain Street (Figure 26)

I- -

I

Phase I Options

I

Phase II Options

Pavement Markings (Center Lines & Stopbars)

-Half-street Closure on Leclair Street at East
Spring Street

Pedestrian Warning & Share the Road Signs

Raised Textured Crosswalks

Street Tree Plantings

Curb Extensions

Neighborhood Speed Watch on LaFountain
Street

Mid-Block Narrowing on Leclair Street

Smart Cart on LaFountain Street

Russell Street, LaFountain Street (Figure 27)
(

I

Phase I Options

I

Phase II Options

Pavement Markings (Center Lines & Stopbars)

Curb Extensions

Pedestrian Warning & Share the Road Signs

Raised Textured Crosswalks

~treet

.

_.

Tree Plantings

I

Mid-Block Narrowing on Russell Street

.

Lamoureux & Dickinson Consulting Engineers, Inc.
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Traffic Calming Options for Study Area Streets
D'1011 S tree,t L a F
t ' St reet (Fzgure 28)
01l11mn

I

I

Phase I 0etions

Phase II 0etions

Pavement Markings (Center Lines & Stopbars)

Curb Extensions

Pedestrian Warning & Share the Road Signs

Raised Textured Crosswalks

I

Street Tree Plantings
One-way northbound on Dion Street

BelleJlue Street (Figure 29)

I

I

Phase I 0Etions

Phase II 0Etions

Pavement Markings (Center Lines, Stopbars,
Edge Lines & Parking)

Curb Extensions

Pedestrian Warning Signs

Raised Textured Crosswalks

I

Complete Sidewalk System
Street Tree Plantings

--

\t\There street tree plantings are recomrnended, the Street Tree IllJiClltOlY mid Street Tree Plan for
Willooski should be consulted. This plan was developed in 1995 by the Winooski Planning
Departm.ent and Commission & Pinkham Engineering Associates. It includes an inventory of
existing street trees and a master plan for future planting.

Lamourcux & Dickinsoll Consulting Enginecrs, Inc.
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Guidance on Remaining Steps for Study Area Streets
At this point, various options have been identified for the study area streets. The remaining
steps in the traffic calming process involve selection of a plan or vision, implementation,
evaluation, modification and re-application.
Selection of a Plan or Vision
Once a street is chosen for traffic calming, the specific device(s) which will be implemented must
be determined. It is recommended that Phase I options be considered first. Other cities have
reported that up to 85% of their residential traffic complaints have been solved with responses
similar to those identified as Phase I type.
There will always be trade offs in the selection of traffic calming devices. The ultinlate authority
for making the selection resides with the City Council. The community should aiways have
input as traffic calming measures are being considered.
Implementation
With Phase II devices, it is important to keep in mind that traffic calming on one street may lead
to increased traffic volumes on either adjacent streets. Winooski may want to consider test trials
of the more restrictive Phase II traffic calming devices. It must be kept in mind that trial devices
are quite unattractive and cheap looking which is a sure way to create opposition unless people
are made aware that their appearance is not like the final product.
Trial devices will allow impacts on adjacent streets to be monitored prior to permanent
installation of any device. Portland Oregon uses a threshold of an increase of 150 vehicles per
day on any nearby local street and 400 vehicles per day on a nearby collector street. These
thresholds can be used to consider either not installing the permanent device, modifying the
device or installing traffic calming devices on other nearby streets.
Public notice of pending construction should be widespread including:
.. Placing ,>varning signs
• Posting notices at neighborhood entrances
.. Distributing notices to residents
• Distributing notices to affected commuters at their place of employment
o
Notices in local newspapers
All service providers (police, fire, rescue, public works, postal, bus, utility) should be involved in
the design process and should receive detailed maps and plans of the final form of the traffic
calming plan prior to construction. Increased surveillance during the first two weeks after
installation of a temporary traffic calming device may be necessary to discourage illegal
maneuvers, vandalism or destruction of the device.
Evaluation
Once a permanent traffic calming device has been installed, the City should plan for evaluating
the effectiveness of the device. Three to six months after the installation, "after" data
measurements should be taken. This means staff must take care that all important measures of
"before" conditions are recorded on the project street as well as nearby streets. The City should
consider developing a database of street inventory information to use for this process. Follow-up
Lamoureux & Dickinson Consulting Engineers, Inc.
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surveys and public hearings should be held to ensure that the device is not abandoned due to
minority opposition that may not reflect the actual facts of the situation.
Modification and Re-application
Most modifications to traffic calming devices are minor. It may become clear, based on staff
observation, that additional signs are needed, a crosswalk should be installed, or additional
reflectors are needed to increase visibility for example. Large scale modifications should be made
with care, as they may create as much confusion as they are intended to cure. If a device is
deenled unworkable and has been unpopular with the community an attempt should be made
to reconsider other alternatives which were not selected in earlier stages of the process.

Lamoureux & Dickinson Consulting Engineers, Inc.
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Action Plan
City Actions
Adopt a Traffic Calmillg Program
Using the information provided in this study, the City should develop a step by step traffic
calming program which can be presented to the City Council for adoption.

Improve Traffic Flow on Major Streets
For traffic calming to be most successful on the local streets, traffic flow must be favorable on
the major streets, particularly Main Street. A study should be performed on Main Street to
evaluate how traffic flow can be improved such that Main Street becomes the preferred route
of travel for through traffic. This could involve such improvements as additional lanes and/or
signal coordination. The study should also evaluate the capacity of Main Street to determine
if traffic diverted from the residential streets by traffic calming can be accommodated.
This study of Main Street should incorporate information from the CCMPO US Route 7
Corridor Study and the traffic impact analyses prepared for the Downtown Winooski
Revitalization Project. The report prepared for the Winooski Revitalization Project indicates
that the traffic signal at Allen Street and Main Street will be removed. Traffic should be
encouraged to use Main Street with the removal of this traffic signal and the improved traffic
flow planned for the revitalization project.
Combined vvith an effort to increase the capacity of the main roads to handle the vehicular
traffic, the traffic calming n,easures instituted in the next few years should be able to handle
future growth in Winooski. The important part is the vehicular traffic moved from residential
streets will move elsewhere in the City, and that the roads that receive the additional traffic
should be capable of adequately handling the increase. This will keep motorist from seeking
other objectionable routes through Winooski thereby not solving the problem, but rather merely
shifting it from one area to another.

Prioritize Streets Requiring Traffic Calming
Due to limited funding sources, it is likely that the City will have to prioritize streets on which
to install traffic calming devices. One method of prioritizing the streets is by ranking them based
on the severity of the speeding and cut-through problems. Portland Oregon ranks streets using
a two-phase scoring procedure which is included in Appendix D.
Using the first step of Portland's scoring system, the local streets within the study area (on which
speed and volume studies were conducted) would be ranked as follows:
(l)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Weaver Street - 80 pts.
North Street - 46 pts.
St. Peter Street (west of North Street) - 10 pts.
Elm Street - 10 pts.
Bellevue Street - 7 pts.
Pine Street - 6 pts.
West Allen Street - 5 pts.

Lamoureux & Dickinson Consulting Engineers, Inc.
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The Downtown Winooski Revitalization Project predicts an increase in the use of East / West
Spring Street as a collector street. This addi tional traffic may change the ranking of these streets
placing them higher in priority for the need of traffic calming. It is not anticipated that the
revitalization project will have a major affect on the traffic volumes on the other study area
streets.
Regional Planning / State Actions
The Vermont Agency of Transportation recognizes traffic calming as a viable engineering
solution to some traffic problems. They have developed standard details for traffic calming
devices and have developed a line item for traffic calming. The City may need approval from
VTrans on any traffic calming projects for Routes 2/7 and 15 particularly if utilizing State and
/ or Federal funding.
CCMPO could assist the City with the traffic data collection and analysis prior to installation
of any traffic calming devices, during trial runs and after permanent installations. They could
continue to prepare reports such as the one they prepared for the Weaver Street trial run of a
chicane (using temporary jersey barriers for diverters) in September of 1999. Studies such as
this must be sure to monitor irnpacts on the adjacent streets as well as the street on which the
device is placed.
CCMPO is also working on a corridor study of Route 7 and could provide the information
necessary for the evaluation and inlprovement recommendations for Main Street.
Neighborhood Actions
Portland Oregon has developed a citizens guide to traffic calming which has been included in
Appendix D as an example for the City of Winooski to consider. With help from the City,
residents can establish one or more of the following:

•
•
•

Neighborhood Education Program
Neighborhood Speed Watch Program
Residential Speed Bump Purchase Program

On their own, residents can:
• Remind neighbors to pay attention to their driving habits.
• Plant trees.
Leave their car at home.
• Write letters to the editor of their local papers.
• Hold block parties with "Slow Down" theme.

Funding Sources
Federal and State money for traffic calming is limited. To achieve the quality of life
improvements which come with traffic calming the City and thus the citizens must be willing
to prioritize the issue and do one or more of the following:
o

•
"

Include a line item in the City budget for traffic calming
Increase taxes
Put money away each year

Lamoureux & Dickinson Consulting Engineers, Inc.
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• Collect traffic impact fees from developers
• Incorporate traffic calming into reconstruction projects funded on the TIP
• Apply for grant money
Transportation for Livable Communities Grant
For planning funds - not design or construction
Statewide Enhancement Program (annual competitive grant)
For traffic calming grant money for construction
Statewide Bicycle and Pedestrian Program (annual competitive grant)
Statewide Traffic Calming Demonstration Program
FY 2001 Capital Program includes $100,000 statewide for a
municipal grant program for scoping, preliminary engineering and
construction of traffic calming improvements.

Q:\2000\OO-070\repon.wpd
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Appendix A
Proble111 Identification & Needs ASSeSS111ent
of Study Area Streets

Project: Winooski City Traffic Calming Study

Observations: L. Reed

Project Number: 00-070

Date: June-July 2000
Location: City of Winooski

Existing Street Conditons

IStreet Name
IStreet Width (feet)
Grade only on hill
Street Trees
Pavement
Condition
Markings
Centerline
Edge lines
Crosswalks
Curb Condition
Lighting

Ave North?

Bellevue Dion

Elm

E. Spring

Hickok

Lafountain

Leclair

Malletts B.

32
None
Few

28
None
Many

28-30
4%-9%
None

36
6%
None

30
None
Few

33
None
Few

28
None
V. Few

33.5
None
Few

29
4%-6%
Few

Good

Fair

Fair

Good

Good

Fair

Fair

Good-Fair

Fair

Poor
Poor
Poor
Good
Yes

Excellent
Fair
Poor
Good
Yes

Poor
Poor
Poor
Fair
Yes

Good
Good
Fair
Fair
Yes

Poor
Fair
Fair
Good
Yes

Good
Poor
Poor
Good
Yes

Poor
Poor
Poor
Good
Yes

Good
Fair
Fair
Good
Yes

Poor
Poor
Poor

on West
half, N-Side on
Both Sides South-Side Both Sides East half
Both Sides
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
S-Side

N/A
Yes
Both sides,
except in
front of
Park
Good
OK

Parking
Drainage
Line of Sight

Both Side None
Good
Good
Good
Good

Neighborhood Character
Sidewalks
Width (inches)

Residenti Residential Residential Residential Residential Residential

Residential

West-Side
Good
Good
Residentiall
Commercial

60

60

60

N/A

Location

ObI. on
West-Side,
Southonly half of
North-Sid
South-Side South-Side Side, None North-Side
street has
on
sidewalk
North-Side

Both

West-Side

N/A

Condition
ADA
Grass Strip

Good
Good
Yes

Good
Good
Yes

Good
Good.
Yes

Fair
Good
None

N/A
N/A
N/A

1

6

Back Out Drives

No

No

Yes

No

Observations

Speed
humps not
well
marked,
Recently
striped
-8/1/00-

I

Width of Grass Strip (feet)
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60

60

Good
Fair
None

60

Good
Good
None

60

Fair
Good
Yes

60

Fair-Poor
Good
None

Yes

No

i

Residential

4 on East-Side

3&1
Yes

.....

Yes

Yes

Cannot See
Sign, "Slow
Children"
03/26/01
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Existing Street Conditons
Street Name

Pine

Russell

Stevens

st. Peter

Weaver

West

W.Allen; ...C~.· W.Spring .,

Street Width (feet)
Grade only on hill
Street Trees
Pavement
Condition
Markings
Centerline
Restraining Lines
Crosswalks
Curb Condtion
Lighting

30
None
Few

26
6%-9%
Few

28
4%
Few

28
3%-5%
V. Few

34
6%
Few

28
None
Few

31

32

None
Few

4%-6%
Few

Good

Fair

Fair

Fair

Fair

Fair

Poor

Good

Poor
Poor
Poor
Good
Yes

Poor
Poor
Poor
Good
Yes

Poor
Poor
Poor
Good
Yes

Poor
Poor
Poor
Fair
Yes

Poor
Poor
Poor
Good
Yes

Poor
Poor
Poor
Fair
Yes

Poor
Poor
Poor
Fair
Yes

Good
Fair
Fair
Good
Yes

None
Good
Good
Recreationa
I

West-Side
Good
Fair

Anywhere on West
half, S-Side on East
South-Side half
Good
Good
Good
Good,Poor

60

Parking
Drainage
Line of Sight
Neighborhood Character
Sidewalks
Width (inches)

!

Anywhere,
except infront of
South-Side
I Dark
NIA
Yes
Good
Good, mostly

Anywhere
Good
Good

Anywhere
Good
Good

Resdential Residential Residential/School

Residential

Residential

Residential

Residential

60

60

60

60

60

60

60

Northeast-Side

South-Side

South-Side, and
North-Side on
East half

Location

South-Side

West-Side

South-Side Both Sides

Both-Sides,
Mostly

Condition
ADA
Grass Strip

Good
Fair
Yes

Good
Good
Yes

Good
Fair
None

Good-Poor
Fair
Yes

Fair
Good
Yes

Poor
Good
Yes

Good
Fair
Yes

Fair
Good
Yes

3, S-Side on East
half

2 on W-Side,
and 1.5 on
E-Side

2

3

5 on N-Side, 6
on S-Side

Yes

No

No

No

Partially

Width of Grass
(feet)
Back Out Drives

4

3.5

No

No

Yes

Observations
Q:\2000\00-070\Matrix.wb3
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Senior Citizen Survey Results

Barlow

2

Bellevue

4-5

E. Allen

5-6

Groce

Stores

Too much traffic on Barlow

Bank, Senior Center,

Can't get out of Bellevue on to Main St., the cars are backed up

Shaws

Cars are s

Stores in Winooski

Hard to walk around Winooski and to cross at intersections

E. Allen

E.S

4

E.S

The speed of cars, they DON'T even stop at stop signs on E.
1+

Brook's, Shaws
Doctors, Hospital,

6+
None

It is a roblem to cross street where there are no I hts
Sneakers, Brook's
Shaws, because no local
markets, Mall, because
no affordable stores in

Elm

. ht at W. Allen and Main doesn't

2

h

2
2-3

have to leave town.

3
Hard to cross should have X-walk barrels and warning signs like

3-4

3-4
2-3

3

Church, Senior Center,
2-3

3

Cars from
Su ermarket, Mall
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Don't want the Main St. traffic
Traffic can

rn direction cha

e

on on E. Allen and Main St.

Haven't got at car- Its awful to cross the street. Main St. to go to
the bank. Very hard to cross the street in Winooski, the cars go

4-5

Supermarket, because
I

Traffic too fast
Parking is very difficult at the Post Office, hard to get out of car

2-3

Cars are going through stop signs

Children no Ion

because it is unsafe now.

Yield . ns not enforced
Too much traffic on Main St. and E.

St.

Cars from Interstate don't stop at sign when getting on RTE15
Crossing guards not effective
Cars speeding down the street
Has More to s

!

Kids are not aware of where
Old people trying to cross in front of Elder Building should have
I
Very Dangerous to get out of Dian St.
Speed bumps (minor irritation)
Hazardous crossing on E. Allen and Main
Police should be more visible

st.

Shaws, Senior Center,

Kids are playing on the tracks near the Courtyard and in people's
ver streets
Speeding
Bicycles don't follow rules of the road, they travel very fast and are
not aware of others
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travel very fast and in the street
Need more Police presence and patrolling
What ha
ed to the bike
I?

Cars are speeding down street

Trucks polluting
Trucks leaving debris on roads, rocks, dirt
Bicyclists not complying with traffic rules
Loud
les and car radios
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,,:

,;
"

Street

;'
;;

';;

Elm

"

9

Weaver

10-15

'

' " .~
",'". \.
"

Store, School

Street

Store

Sidewalk
Walk in the Street

Pool, Park,
Friends House

Both

Pool and Park

Cars are Speeding

Pool and Park

Cars are not very aware
of bicyclists or
pedestrians due to
speedinq
Speeding, Running red
liqhts

'

25

:';,

'"

Places Where
Children Plav or Visit ProblemslConcerns
Trouble Crossing the
Pool and Park
street,
Too much traffic
Pool
Pool and Park

Places Visit Most
,;;,
#Tripsin car ' Often

West
Hickok

Burling

,;

8

13

School

10

JFK, Richards
Park

;

Sidewalk/Street/B6th
When RidinciBicv6ie

"

,

Running stop signs
Lafountain
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Hourly Traffic Patterns
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Industrial Park Traffic (28.4%, )

Other Cut Thru Traffic (61.8%)
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East Spring Street Traffic
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Dian Street Traffic

12233 1
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Average Weekday

Bellevue Street Traffic
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Residential Traffic calculated from ITE rates, Overall Traffic data from Lamoureux & Dickinson Count
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Appendix B
Traffic Calming Alternative & Techniques

Traffic Calming Toolbox
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Fig.#

1

Traffic Calming
Devices ' :.:
Chicanes

Pros

Phase
Type

II

Traffic Calming Study
:

Cons
:.:

:: .'. ' : : . .

;:: .. ,.

* Provides opportunity for landscaping
* Should not impede transit service or scheduling

.....

:.

Cost Estimate

Example
Street ".

Applicability

....

* Can impact parking and driveway access

$5,000 - $15,000

* Appropriate for mid-block locations only
* Most effective with equivalent volumes on both
approaches
* Typically installed in series of at least 3 curb
extensions
* Good for high truck cut through volumes streets
* Can use on street parking to create chicane

Weaver
Street

* Reduce traffic volumes on a street
* Closure can be designed to allow emergency vehicle access
* Can be placed at intersection or mid-block
* Provisions are available to make diverters passable to
bicycles and pedestrians

* Will prohibit or limit access and movement
* Can restrict access for emergency vehicles
No effect on vehicle speeds beyond the closed street
* May cause significant amount of diverted traffic
* May be legal issues with closing a public street

$2,000 for simple
half closure to
$35,000 for highly
landscaped
diagonal diverter

*Typically applied after other measures have failed.
*Should not be considered on transit streets
*Not for use on primary emergency response routes
*Good for residential streets with cut through traffic
and access point

St. Peter /
North Street.

* Slightly reduces vehicle speeds

Closures
- Diagonal
Diverter
- Full Street
- Half Street
- Mid-Block

II

3

Curb Extension
(Bulb Out)

II

*
*
*
*

Reduces length of pedestrian crossing
Makes crossing more visible to vehicles
Improves safety of pedestrian crossing slows turning traffic
May visually enhance the street through landscaping
* Do not slow emergency vehicles
* Enhance transit service by having riders step directly
between the sidewalk and bus door

* Reduces number of available parking spaces
* May causes difficulty for snow plows
* May make it difficult to accommodate full bicycle
lanes

$7,000 - $10,000

* May be installed either at intersections or mid-block.
* Can use on street parking to create curb extension
* Good at entrances to residential streets where truck
traffic or high cut through traffic is a problem

St. Peter
Stevens S.
Leclair

4

Gateway

II

* Creates city identity
* Adds streetscape area
* Could create pedestrian refuge area

* Can increase maintenance costs
* May cause street sweeping or snow plowing difficulties

$5,000 - $20,000

* Good for major entrance points to the city or
neighborhoods

Route 15
Mallets Bay
Avenue

5

Increased Police
Enforcement and
Presence

I

* Shows an enforcement presence
* Reduce speeds with visible enforcement
* Response can be quick and effective can be partially
automatic with smart machines

*
*

$20 - $40 / hour

* Good city wide

Any

Mid-Block
Narrowing
(Choker)

II

* Minor reduction in traffic for two lane
* 20% reduction in traffic for one-lane
* 4% reduction in speeds for two lane
* 14% reduction in speeds for one lane
* Creates shorter pedestrian crossing
* Increases visibility of pedestrian
* Adds streetscape area
* Preferred by many fire departments/emergency response

* Can reduce on street parking
* May require reworking drainage
* Can impact parking and driveway access

2

6

*'

Staffing / funding not always available
Not always effective

"

$7,000 - $10,000

7

I

* Effective where there might be a question of who should
have the right-of-way
* May reduce speeds at intersections
* Low installation and maintenance costs

Lamoureux & Dickinson Consulting Engineers, Inc.

* Use on local streets only
* Useful at mid-block pedestrian crossings
* Work well with speed humps, textured crosswalks

Lafountain
West Springs

and curb extensions

units
Multi-Way
Stops

Elm Street

*

May require police enforcement to be effective
* Drivers may increase their speed between signs to
compensate for lost time
* Can create hazard if ignored by motorists

$150 per sign

--* Intersection of local or collector streets

Weaver St.

Traffic Calming Toolbox
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Traffic Calming
Devices

'.

Pros>,
,

Phase
Type

,',

Traffic Calming Study
Cost Estimate

Cons
.,'

",

,

Applicability
",

"

Example
Street

Volunteer - No
Cost After Equip.
Purchase

* Good for residential streets with high speed or cut
through traffic

Any

* Can result in automobile / bicycle conflicts due to narrowed
travel lane
* Large vehicles may need to turn left in frqnt of the circle
* A minimum of 30 feet of curbside parking must be
prohibited at each corner of the intersection
* Can create stationary hazard

$5,000 - $15,000

* Intersection of local or collector streets
* Less effective at T-intersections
* Difficult to design for offset intersections
* Should not be used where high volume of large
trucks and buses turn left

Mallets Bay
Avenue

8

Neighborhood
Speed Watch

I

*
*

Very effective at eliminating speeding traffic
Increase pedestrian safety

*

9

Neighborhood
Roundabout

II

*
*
*
*

Visually attractive
Reduction of 10% on mid- block speeds
Minimal diversion of traffic
Intersection collisions reduced on average by 70%

Requires volunteer participation from neighbors

W. Allen St.

10

New Sidewalks

I

* Increases bicycle and pedestrian safety
* Completes sidewalk network

* Cost for installation & maintenance
* May require R.O.W. aquisition

$30/ LF

*Good for streets with existing or potential pedestrian
traffic

East Spring
St. / North St.

II

One-Way Street

I

*
*

*
*

Creates minor constraint to emergency vehicles
Inconvenience to residents of street
* Can create undesirable altered traffic patterns

$120 / "One-way"
and "Do Not
Enter" sign

* Good for streets with high cut through traffic and
difficult end intersections

Dion Street

*

Reduce traffic volume
No loss of on street parking
Safer pedestrian crossing
Low cost and maintenance

*
*
*
*

Better visibility
Reduce lane widths
Reduce speed
Increases safety for bicyclists and pedestrians

* Can increase maintenance costs
* Some paint types create hazards for bicyclists

$0.I5/lfpainted

* Good for creating chicanes, curb extensions by street
parking
* Good for delineation shoulders for bicycle routes

North Street

Alert drivers to the presence of pedestrians
Low cost

*
*
*
*

$60/ sign
$150/ barrel

* Good for testing effectiveness of other features

Any

* May reduce parking and driveway access'
* Prohibits or limits access and movement from driveways
* May have negative impact on emergency services because of
access limitations

$8,000 - $15,000

*Good for mid block cross walks
*Good for wider commercial street intersections
* Should be used only at crosswalk locations

Mallets Bay
Ave.

$2,500 - $5,000

* Good for signalized intersections

Route 7 /
Spring Street

* Good for crosswalks on high volume streets

Route 7

*
Pavement
Markings
(Centerline,
Edge Line &
Parking)

I

13

Pedestrian
Barrels and
Warning Signs

I

*
*

14

Pedestrian
Refuges
(Center Islands)

II

* May visually enhance the street
* Provides mid-street refuge for pedestrian crossings
* Works well when combined with crosswalk
* May reduce vehicle speeds
* Preferred by fire department / emergency vehicles to other

12

$0.30/ If durable

Not useable in the winter
High maintenance
Not permanent
Maybe easily destroyed

W. Allen St.

Main Street

devices
15

Pedestrian
Phasing at
Signals

II

*
*

Allows for safer pedestrian crossing
Allows children and elderly to cross intersection safely

*
*

16

Raised Textured
Crosswalks

II

*
*
*
*

Increase driver awareness of crosswalks
Reduce driver speeds at crosswalks
Increase pedestrian safety
Should not impede transit service or scheduling

*
*
*

May cause difficulty for plows
Minor constraint on emergency vehicles
May generate noise from vehicle decelerating and
accelerating

$2,000 - $5,000

*
*
*
*

Reduce speeds
Possible volume reduction
Little to no effect on emergency vehicles
Increase driver's alertness

*
*
*

$2,000 - $5,000

17

Rumble Strips

II

Lam,ourellx & Dickinson Consulting Engineers, Inc.

Moderate to high cost
Increase delay to vehicles

Increased maintenance and cost
Low to moderate installation cost
Increase in noise

Elm Street

* Good for mixed commercial/residential streets in
commercial areas

East Spring
St.

Traffic Calming Toolbox
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Street' .

18

Smart Cart

I

* Increases driver awareness of posted speed and their speed

* Becomes ineffective with overuse
* High initial purchase cost

$6,500 - $8,000
purchase cost

* Useful City wide
* Good for areas where speed limit changes

Weaver St.
Bellevue St.

19

Speed Hump
(Rubber)

II

* Allows testing of bump layout before permanent asphalt
construction
* Repeatedly uniform shape (which is difficult to achieve
with asphalt)
* Street resurfacing is easily accommodated
* Inlaid markings are possible
* Can be removed during Winter months to eliminate
plowing difficulties
* Reduced labor and equipment required for construction

* Can increase noise from braking and acceleration of
vehicles, particularly buses and trucks
* Effects emergency response time

$2,000 each

*

St. Peter St.

20

Speed Hump
(22 ft. wide)

II

*
*
*
*

Possible volume reduction
Reduces speeds to 30 mph
Does not require parking removal
Does not affect intersection operation

* Can increase noise from braking and acceleration of
vehicles, particularly buses and trucks
* Causes difficulty for plows
* Effects emergency response time
* Can affect drainage patterns

$1,000 - $2,500
each

*
*
*

Good for residential streets
Should not be installed on grades greater than 8%
Fire Department should review humps proposed on
primary response routes
* Should be spaced 300 - 600 feet apart

St. Peter St.

21

Speed Hump
(14 ft. wide)

II

*
*
*
*

Possible volume reduction
Reduce speeds to 25 mph
Does not require parking removal
Does not affect intersection operation

* Can increase noise from braking and acceleration of
vehicles, particularly buses and trucks
* Causes difficulty for plows
* Effects emergency response time

$1,000 - $1,500
each

* Good for residential Streets
* Should not be installed on grades greater than 8%
* Good for Fire Department. Should review humps

Hickock St.

Good for residential Streets

proposed on primary response routes
* Should be spaced 300 - 600 feet apart

22

Street Trees

I

*
*

Increase residential feel of street
Reduce speeds creates more comfortable pedestrian
environment

* Can increase maintenance costs

$350 +/ tree

* Good for residential streets
* Good for commercial streets

Any

23

Truck
Prohibitions

I

* Reduce noise and vibration impacts in residential areas

* May increase trip length for truckers

$120/ sign

* Good for residential streets
* Not for use on commercial streets

Weaver St.
West St.
Hickock St.

24

Warning Signs

I

* Alert driver of possible conflicts (children at play, blind
drives, etc.)
* Low initial cost

* Cost for replacing signs
* May be easily destroyed
* May be ignored if overused

$150/sign

* Good for warning about upcoming problem

Any
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Appendix C
Minutes of Public Work Sessions

Winooski City Traffic Calming Study

Public Work Session #1 Meeting Minutes

Meeting Date:

July 13, 2000

Presentors:

Jody Carriere - Lamoureux & Dickinson
Jim Donovan - Lamoureux & Dickinson

Pedestrian problems between park and pool, crossing is poor
West Allen St. many kids play in the street at night, no crosswalks near the park
st. Peter St. is a big cut-thru for Malletts Bay to Weaver, need count
No data was shown for Elm St.
Have any correlation studies been done for looking at impact of traffic counter tubes on
behavior of drivers?
Willard st. by Champlain College textured crosswalks are not effective.
Be sure to include impacts of Downtown Redevelopment Plan, cooperate with RSG, hearing
coming up shortly
Where was the street width measured on St. Peter St., width varies
Speed vs. Time of Day should be graphed
Parking on West Allen in front of Police Station limits sight distance for left-turn off Weaver
Group 2 (North, Weaver, St. Peter, Stevens, Pine)
Speed humps on Weaver at rise and apartment buildings
3-Way stop at Weaver and Stevens st. (Weather problem, need to salt more effectively,
enforce stop sign or people will run them)
2-Speed humps on lower section of st. Peter St.
Crosswalks at Weaver and Stevens St. poorly marked
Raised crosswalk (speed hump) cones + barrels on Pine st.
Pedestrian activated light would be played with too much by kids on Pine st.
North St. neighborhood conscience, striping, parking one side, sidewalks may be ROW
issues
Church parking narrows Weaver on Sundays and people have to slow down
Group 3 (North, Weaver, st. Peter, Stevens, Pine)
At park and pool put in raised crosswalks and chokers; need sidewalk on North side
Raised brick crosswalk where park comes out on North St., people slide on hill in winter time
More brick sidewalks
Stevens St. one way down to Rte 7; cannot see to make turn from Stevens St. onto Weaver
Upper Weaver closed to tractor trailers
Long chokers 3-4 car lengths on Weaver st.
At intersection of West Spring Street and Main Street left-turns are difficult onto Main St.
Make 3-4 lanes out of the City on Main Street, parking would have to come out, people pass
anyway when there are no cars parked there anyway
West Spring St. needs rumble strips prior to stop sign
Coordinate lights on Route 7

Lamoureux & Dickinson Consulting Engineers, Inc.

Page 1
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Public Work Session #1 Meeting Minutes

Group 4 (Malletts Bay, Elm, Hickok, West, West Allen)
Narrow (Green Belts) median strips like Dorset St. for Malletts Bay Ave
•
Stop light at Malletts Bay and St. Peter Street
•
Find out hours of operation of trucking, and limit trucking to those peak hours
•
Most trucks go after peak hours
Narrow streets and put dedicated bike path on West St. and Hickok St.
Raised crosswalk on West Allen at the park, with barrels and chokers
Group 5 (E. Spring, Lafountain, Bellevue, Dion)
Dion one way Eastbound
E. Spring stop sign at Russell
Traffic added to Rte 15 due to these changes must be incorporated into Downtown
Redevelopment Traffic Study
Light at Stevens and Lafountain (state took down the one that was there)
Problems with pedestrian crossing at Rte7 and Lafountain
Difficult to turn onto Rte 7 from Lafountain due to parking on Rte 7
General Comments
Could be no parking from 4-6.
Children will need crossing guards; people think cars stop for crossing guard are left-turning
cars and traffic continues around on right side
People turn Right on Red onto Tigan across crosswalk
On Weaver street observe "social path" between Apartment buildings from Cemetery to
Merchants Bank and across Rte 7
Short cuts are going to change with Downtown Redevelopment Plan so be sure to coordinate
with that project
Finish Weaver sidewalk from Cemetery to Tigan
Speed Bumps new design (Rubber) measure effectiveness
Speed humps like Park St. in Burlington
Violation signs "Double Fines"
0I2000100-0701publicworks# 1mins. WPD
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Meeting Date:
Presentors:

Public Work Session #2 Meeting Minutes

September 14, 2000
. Jody Carriere - Lamoureux & Dickinson
Jim Donovan - Lamoureux & Dickinson

West Allen Street:
Narrowing by the park will lose parking spaces so hesitant to use it. Parking is used a
lot along the street. Need to determine best location for narrowing to make it successful
in slowing traffic.
.
Interested in amount of truck traffic
West Street I Hickok Street:
Examine (CCTA & School) bus routes to be sure it works to have bUlb-outs and halfstreet closure.
Elm Street:
Bus comes down Elm Street and turns left onto West Street. Check with School
Superintendent to find out about bus route.
Malletts Bay Avenue:
Is there room within the R.O.W. to have trees. Signs are overwhelming at entrance to
City, place signs carefully to be effective.
West Spring Street:
Using the diagonal diverter will put traffic on other streets that shouldn't have - not well
received.
Would rather have traffic on West Spring Street than other streets.
St. Peters Street:
Convert to new style speed humps.
Have the diagonal diverter go westbound to northbound, eastbound to southbound.
Suggestion to have two one-way streets facing each other at North Street.
Already congested by parking on both sides.
Questions concerning volume of cut through traffic.
Pine Street: No comments
North Street:
Need to check sight distance at crest.
Weaver Street:
Sight distance and grade coming down Weaver could be an issue for a stop or half
closure.
Losing parking is a concern on Weaver.
Half closure makes sense at Tigan, move it beyond the truck loading dock.
Move bus stop onto Tigan and keep buses off Weaver since bus does not stop on
Weaver.

Lamoureux & Dickinson Consulting Engineers, Inc.
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Public Work Session #2 Meeting Minutes

Four way stop at Maple
Lower Weaver takes care of speeding with parking on both sides.
Examine one-way street for Weaver.

Stevens Street:
One way eastbound makes more sense.
Right-turn onto Main only - use bulb out to force right turns.
Is it appropriate to have a signal at Main/LaFountain?
Traffic light encourages traffic to use the street, not a good idea.
Hard to see when making a left onto Weaver - check sight distance - watch sight
distances at both ends.
Lafountain Street:
Better to keep traffic on Lafountain.
Lot of intermixing of pedestrians and vehicles.
Speed bumps - speed is the big issue.
Try bike lane or bike path for the bike route to narrow street.
Put parking on both sides of street.
Upper Main Street:
By the school the crossing guards use cones in the morning. Need a permanent bump
out. Cars turning left onto Norman have others bypass on the right which almost hit
school children.
LeClair Street:
Being one-way paired with Russell seems too far apart, Russell and Hood mentioned
as a better pair.
Russell Street:
Half-street closure preferred to one way.
East Spring Street:
Lane on East Allen closest to sidewalk for east bound thru traffic leaves the inside lane
for traffic turning left off East Spring Street.
Would have to clear the bank on East Allen to see stop sign, have warning signs,
rumble strips, stop ahead signs.
Possibly another 3-way stop at Franklin, check sight distance at Russell Street.
Roundabout may work at Route15.
Dion Street:
Right-turn only onto Route 15 - Great Idea.
One-way would move traffic to Manseau and Hood street where the intersection is a
mess.
Definitely re-examine a signal at Dion/Route 15.
City rep/City clerk should have a letter saying a signal can be put in there.
Could still have one-way with signal.
Bellevue Street: No comment
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Public Work Session #2 Meeting Minutes

General Questions I Comments
.How long will it take for street tree plantings to have an affect?

(5-20 years)

Will choker at the park on West Allen be enough to slow speeds on the western end of West Allen
since the park is closer to the east?
Tree plantings are susceptible to vandalism.
When narrowing is done with the drum at crosswalks, it is more effective.
Make the crosswalks as visible as possible.
Have a sign saying fines are doubled for speeding in City.
Very concerned with effects on other streets which come from implementing changes.
There may be more children on other streets - where is the major flow of pedestrians from school?
All streets between LaFountain & East Spring Street may benefit from half street closures.
Half street closures may cause traffic on the main street to stop and wait until they can turn right
onto the half closed street, especially Oil East Spring, if there is one at every intersection.
One-ways are a pain for residents of a street, prefer half-street closure.
Check with DPW on snow removal issues associated with narrowing, bulb-outs and half-street
closures.
Are we going to prioritize the recommended traffic calming devices on the streets?
Full interchange at Route 15 could help East Spring Street and Lafountain.
Could have a light at Industrial Park also - coordinated with Dion Street light.
Narrowing and crosswalk perceived as more effective than only a raised crosswalk.

Q:\2000\OO-070\notes from Session #2
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Appendix D
Segn1ents fron1 Portland Oregon's Traffic Caln1ing Program
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Local Service
Street Projects
Overview

Selection

Volumes

Solutions

PROTECTING NEIGHBORHOODS THROUGH TRAFFIC CALMING
Traffic conditions on residential streets can greatly affect neighborhood livability. When our streets are
safe and pleasant, the quality of life is enhanced. When traffic problems become a daily occurrence, our
sense of community and personal well-being are threatened.
Portland's Traffic Calming Program is one part of the City'S commitment to the safety and livability of
residential neighborhoods. Under the program, the Bureau of Transportation System Management
(BTSM) works with residents to identify traffic problems in their neighborhoods and find solutions that
are acceptable and appropriate.

Citizen involvement is an important part of all traffic calming projects. The people who live
and work in the project area have the opportunity to become actively involved in the
planning and decision-making process.
WHAT IS A LOCAL SERVICE STREET?
Local service streets make up the great majority of Portland's street system. These streets serve local
circulation needs-auto, bicycle, and pedestrian-and provide access to local residences and businesses.
Local service streets should not carry significant volumes of through-traffic.

WHA T ARE THE PROBLEMS?
The most common problems on local service streets are high vehicle speeds and excessive volumes of
through-traffic. These in turn can lead to related problems such as traffic noise, accidents, and
difficulties for pedestrians and bicyclists.

SOLUTIONS
THE THREE E's
TraffIC calming projects look at three kinds of possible solutions: education, enforcement, and
engineering.

Education alerts people to ways they can help ease traffic problems-for example, by reducing their
speed or travelling by bus or bicycle instead of automobile.

Enforcement enlists the help of the Police Bureau's Traffic Division to focus enforcement efforts on
the project street and increase community awareness of speeding problems.

Engineering tools include a variety of traffic calming devices that can reduce speed, decrease
volumes, and/or improve safety. For example, speed bumps and traffic circles can be used to slow
traffic, and curb extensions can improve pedestrian safety.
All of these approaches can be considered when designing a traffic calming project. Residents also help
identify specific neighborhood characteristics that should be taken into account when deciding what to
do. The Bureau of Transportation System Management works closely with all interested citizens to find

I
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solutions that best serve the many uses of the neighborhood and the street system.

HOW LOCAL SERVICE STREET PROJECTS ARE SELECTED
The Bureau of Transportation System Management (BTSM) can undertake a limited number of traffic
calming projects for local service streets each year. With the advice of citizens, BTSM has established
the following process for deciding which streets are selected for a project.~

INITIATING A PROJECT
Local service street projects are initiated when citizens or neighborhood associations ask for help with
traffic problems on their street. If the problem is speeding, the Police Bureau's Traffic Division first
provides speeding enforcement. If enforcement alone is not effective, the Traffic Division can refer up to
60 streets per year to BTSM for further evaluation.
BTSM considers all potential projects by street segment. A segment is that portion of a local service
street that lies between two atierial streets.

RANKING THE STREETS
BTSM collects and analyzes data about existing conditions on all street segments referred by the Traffic
Division. Each street segment is assigned a numerical score, based on the two phase scoring procedure
shown below.

QUALIFICATION SCORlNG

Criteria
Speed

BASIS FOR POINT ASSIGNMENT

Points

a to 50

Volume

to 50

Total Points Possible

100

Traffic speeds more than 5 mph above the posted
limit (5 points assigned for every mph)
A verage daily traffic volumes (1 point assigned for
every 100 vehicles)

,--_.

*

The Traffic Calming Program also includes projects for neighborhood collector streets. Those projects have a a different
selection process.

Street segments with a qualification score under 40 are not further considered for a project. Segments
with a score of 40 or over advance to the selection scoring procedure.

SELECTION SCORING
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I

Criteria

I

Speed

Points

Percentage of vehicles travelling 10 mph over
the posted speed (1 point assigned for every 1
percentage)

~

Volume

Elementary Schools

I
Pedestrian Generators

IPedestrian Routes
I
Bicycle Routes

Basis For Point Assignment

I

Average daily traffic volumes (1 point
assigned for every 1,000 cars over 5,000
vehicles per day)

oto 10

5 points assigned for each 20-mph school
zone on the project street

oto 15

5 points assigned for each public facility
(such as parks, community centers, and high
schools) that generates a significant number
of pedestrians on the street

o or 5

5 points assigned if the street is a designated
pedestrian route

Isbicycle
points assigned if the street is a designated
route

r

o or 5
0 or 5

. 5 points assigned if the street is a designated
transit route

I

0 or 5

I 5 points assigned if there is no continuous

-----~--------------~--r----··-·-·-··-··-··--

. . ------.--.--.----------.--.---.-----------------

r------------------·---··-r-.
.
.
r-·-----·-·-Transit Streets

.

.

. Pedestrian Facilities

,

• Total Points Possible
"

I sidewalk on at least one side of the street

,----- --------T

I

100

.

..

I

The qualification and selection scores for each street segment are added together. All street segments are
then compared with each other. Those with the most total points are ranked the highest.
SELECTING STREETS FOR A PROJECT
Traffic calming projects are selected from the segments with the highest rankings. In identifying
projects, other considerations include the project size and complexity, compatibility with other
transportation projects, and budget availability. BTSM then proposes the project to the neighborhood.
All residents and businesses along the project street are asked to fill out a survey, indicating whether or
not they would like a traffic calming project to proceed. A project is undertaken only if the survey
results are favorable.

PROJECT PROCEDURES FOR LOCAL SERVICE STREETS
All traffic calming projects provide for and encourage citizen involvement. The Bureau of
Transpoliation System Management (BTSM) maintains a close dialogue with neighborhood residents
and works with them to develop an acceptable traffic calming plan. A project can be undertaken only if
it has the support of residents.
The steps below outline the procedures followed for each traffic calming project.

1.

SURVEY TO PROCEED

BTSM sends a brochure to all households and businesses within a defined project area to provide
background information about the proposed project. The project area depends on the specific project, but
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generally includes all properties on the project street, on the cross streets, and on the next parallel local
service street(s).
For people who occupy a household or business on the project street, a survey is enclosed with the
brochure. As residents ofthe street, these people are most familiar with the problems and issues and will
be most affected by any measures that are implemented. The survey asks their opinions about traffic
conditions on the street, and whether they would like a project to proceed.
Each household and business is entitled to one response. Nonresident property owners are not included
in the survey.
The project can go forward only if at least 30 percent of the surveys are returned and if a majority of
those responses are favorable.

2.

PLAN DEVELOPMENT

BTSM staff members work with interested residents to develop a traffic calming plan. Everyone in the
project area is invited to participate in this process. The following public meetings are held to exchange
information and ideas:
• An initial meeting is held to report on the survey results, identify the issues, and discuss possible
solutions. A "working group" may be formed at this meeting, consisting of people who want to
take a more active role in developing the project.
• BTSM staff collect and analyze data about the traffic issues that have been identified and present
this information at a second public meeting. Meeting participants give staff ideas about possible
solutions they would like to see pursued.
• Staff develop possible traffic calming alternatives and present them at a third public meeting for
review and comment.
.. Staff refine the traffic calming alternatives and present them at a fourth public meeting. Meeting
participants identify the alternative they prefer.

3.

PETITION-TO-TEST

A test of the traffic calming plan is usually not required. A temporary test is conducted, however, if the
plan includes traffic diversion devices. These are physical devices used to divert traffic away from the
project street onto the arterial street system. Testing is required to ensure that an unacceptable amount of
traffic is not shifting onto other local service streets instead.
The petition-to-test is circulated to all households and businesses within a certain area of the project
street (generally, the same area as the project area under Step 1). Each household and business is entitled
to one response. Nonresident property owners are not included in the petition-to-test process. However,
BTSM notifies them ofthe proposed test and informs them of the procedures that will be followed in
approving a permanent project.
The majority of the households and businesses must sign the petition in order for the test to proceed. If
the required signatures are not obtained, the plan is modified or the project is discontinued. If the
petition is successful, the test is installed for at least 3 months.

4.

PROJECT BALLOT

An open house is held to present the proposed permanent traffic calming plan. Everyone in the project
area is notified of the open house. In addition, households and businesses that are most likely to be
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affected by the project receive a ballot asking if they suppOli the project. For projects that do not include
diversion, this includes all properties on the project street; on cross streets up to the next parallel street
(or up to 200 feet from the project street); and on any other street that must use the project street as its
primary access (for example, a deadend street off the project street). Both residents and nonresident
property owners are included in this ballot.
For diversion projects, ballots are given to those mentioned above, plus properties on any other streets
that were affected during the test. This will be determined by BTSM staff and the project working group.
A majority of those ballots that are returned must be in favor of the project for it to proceed to City
Council action.

5.

CITY COUNCIL ACTION

If ballot approval is obtained in Step 4, BTSM staff members prepare a report and recommendations for
City Council action. The public is notified of the opportunity to attend the City Council hearing and
comment on the proposal.

The total project time/or steps 1 through 5 is generally about 13 months if a test is not
conducted and 22 months if a test is conducted.

6.

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTIONI IMPLEMENTATION

If the project is approved by City Council, the City designs and constructs traffic calming devices. Speed
bumps can usually be constructed within 6 months of City Council approval. If the project involves
other engineering devices, the design and construction process generally takes about 1 year. Education
and enforcement tools are also implemented.

7.

PROJECT EVALUATION

Six months after construction is complete, BTSM evaluates the effects of the project (for example,
traffic speeds and traffic diversion onto other local service streets). If any unacceptable impacts are
identified, corrective measures are taken. Click here to review Com12lex Local Street Project RC12orts.

HOW LOCAL SERVICE STREET PROJECTS A:FFECT TRAFFIC VOLUMES
Neighborhood residents often have questions about how a traffic calming project may affect traffic
volumes on the project street and other nearby streets. For example, will the number of vehicles using
the project street decrease? If so, where does that traffic go? Will traffic on adjacent local service streets
increase? This fact sheet addresses some of these questions.
CHOOSING ALTERNATIVE TRANSPORTATION MODES
One of the goals of the Traffic Calming Program is to educate people about alternative transportation
modes (public transit, walking, or bicycling) and the benefits they provide. Traffic on the project street
may decrease if people decide to use these other transportation choices instead of driving.
DIVERTING TRAFFIC INTENTIONALLY ONTO OTHER STREETS
A small number of traffic calming projects are diversionary. Physical devices are used to intentionally
divert traffic away from the project street (for example, by blocking access to the street from one or both
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directions). The intent is for the diverted traffic to use nearby arterial streets (through streets) instead.
Some of the diverted traffic may choose to use adjacent local service streets instead of the arterial
system. For example, residents may turn onto their own local service street earlier than before. This is an
appropriate use of the residential street system. However, some drivers may start using adjacent local
service streets as their new through-route. This is not an appropriate use of the street system, and
projects are designed to limit its occurrence.
It is not acceptable for a traffic calming project to result in excessive traffic increases on adjacent local
service streets. The Bureau of Transportation System Management (BTSM) has developed an "impact
threshold curve" that identifies the allowable range of increased traffic. The curve is applied to each
adjacent local service street to show how much additional traffic is appropriate, based in part on the
street's existing traffic levels. (See box on next page.)

For diversionary projects, a temporary test project is conducted to identify the traffic impacts before
permanent construction occurs.

CHOOSING TO USE OTHER ARTERIAL STREETS
Most traffic calming projects are nondiversionary (that is, traffic is not intentionally diverted away from
the project street through the use of physical devices). However, a decrease in traffic volume is usually a
desired outcome and is often observed. For example, drivers who have been using the street as a
through-street (rather than just for local access) may prefer not to use it after traffic calming devices
(such as speed bumps) are installed. One option these drivers may choose instead is to use arterial
streets. This is an appropriate use of the arterials, since they are intended to serve through-traffic.

CHOOSING TO USE LOCAL SERVICE STREETS
Another option drivers may choose is to use adjacent local service streets instead of the project street. As
described for diversionary projects, this is an appropriate use of the residential street system by local
residents. However, it is not appropriate for drivers to use local service streets as their new
through-routes, and projects are designed to limit this use. The impact threshold curve is applied to
define the acceptable amount of increased traffic on the adjacent local service streets.

The Impact Threshold Curve
The impact threshold curve is a guideline only, and may be modified to respond to particular street or
neighborhood characteristics. In general, however, it establishcs the following limitations:
.. An increase of up to 150 vehicles per day is acceptable on any local service street. The
maximum amount of traffic increase on any local service street is 400 vehicles per day.
.. The total traffic volume on any local service strcet (the existing volumc plus the increased
volume resulting from the project) should not exceed 3,000 vehicles per day.
BTSM takes the following measures to ensure that a project will keep within the allowable limits:
&

1

..

j

lL_"

Projects are planned and designed to avoid unacceptable impacts.
Traffic volumes on adjacent local service streets are monitored before and after the project is
constructed.
Corrective measures are taken if the allowable limit is exceeded.

---------------------------------------.----------------.-------------------------~

CHOOSING TRAFFIC CALMING SOLUTION FOR LOCAL SERVICE
STREETS
6
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The Traffic Calming Program employs three kinds of traffic calming solutions: education,
enforcement, and engineering. All of these approaches are considered when designing a traffic calming
project. The Bureau of Transportation System Management (BTSM) works closely with all interested
citizens to select the solutions that best serve the many uses of the neighborhood and the street system.

EDUCATION
Education alerts people to ways they can help ease traffic problems-for example, by reducing their speed
or travelling by bus or bicycle instead of automobile. BTSM has a variety of educational materials and
activities that can be targeted to both the specific project area and the general public. Two examples are
the Neighborhood Speed Watch Program and "Slow Down" banners.

ENFORCEMENT
Enforcement enlists the help of the Poriland Police Bureau's Traffic Division to focus enforcement
efforis on the project street and increase community awareness of speeding problems. Traffic officers
use two tools: traditional enforcement (issuing tickets) and the SMART wagon (an unstaffed trailer that
uses radar to monitor speeds and a reader board to show drivers how fast they are going).

ENGINEERING
Engineering tools include a variety of traffic calming devices that can reduce speed, decrease traffic
volumes, and/or improve safety. In deciding which traffic calming devices will work best for a particular
street, a number of considerations must be weighed:
• Devices can have both benefits and disadvantages. For example, a device that effectively slows
traffic may also have some impact on emergency vehicle response time. Some tradeoffs may have
to be made.
• Some devices may be generally appropriate for local service streets, but cannot be used on
particular streets because of traffic or physical conditions.
o

Specific neighborhood characteristics must be taken into account. Residents may want to consider
how traffic devices might affect visual aesthetics, parking needs, or other issues important to the
neighborhood.

The types of traffic calming devices that are most often appropriate for local service streets are identified
below. BTSM will continue to identify and evaluate potential new devices that could possibly be
incorporated into the program.

[top of page]
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Traffic Calming
How it Works
"Slowing Traffic for Safe Neighborhoods"
A citizen's guide to anti-speeding efforts

What the City of Portland Can Do
fjJ

Police Enforcement

fiiJ Traffic Calming
fi\J School Safety Program
~

Stop Signs and Speed Limit Signs

What Neighborhoods Can Do
IJ Speed Watch
81 SLOW DOWN Banners
£ll Residential Speed Bump Purchase Program
8i1 Creative Approaches to Slowing Down
Neighborhood Speeders
U Neighborhood Activities

Speeding happens all around Portland. It compromises our neighborhood livability -- creating noise and
air pollution, causing difficulties for pedestrians and bicyclists, and more importantly jeopardizing the
safety of our children.
Today, Portland residents are taking responsibility for quality of life issues in their own'
People throughout the city are learning that neighborhood action can address many pf(l~
speeding on neighborhood streets.

lborhoods.
as

; S'1Ch

The City of Portland can be a supporting partner helping neighbors devise creative and workab i ; ways to
restore and preserve our safe and peaceful streets.
This page discusses the many ways that residents, businesses and the City can work together to nelp
keep neighborhood streets safe. Call the city offices listed here for more information on any of these
programs.

What the City of Portland Can DOe
Police Enforcement:
It all starts with a call to the Police Bureau. If you believe that people routinely drive too fast on your
street, call the Portland Police Bureau Traffic Division at 823-4636.
By contacting the Police Bureau, residents and businesses alert police officers to speeding problems in
their neighborhoods. These calls usually bring extra patrols to the trouble spot. In the long run, police
may lead to traffic engineering solutions to slow traffic. When you call the Police Bureau be prepared to
provide details about speeding on your street. Let them know the specific location and time of day
speeding usually occurs. A police officer will visit the trouble spot at least three times for streets with
significant speeding problems. They may decide to use the City's Photo Radar Unit. When police
enforcement alone isn't solving the problem, the police will recommend that the Bureau of
Transportation System Management consider traffic calming solutions.

Traffic Calming Programs:
Traffic calming devices slow traffic on neighborhood streets. Most people think of speed bumps when
they hear the words "traffic calming." The City of Portland uses a variety of techniques to calm
neighborhood traffic.

o
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But speeding is a bad habit, and we need to help each other break it. That's why neighborhood activity is
so important. Neighbors remind neighbors to pay attention to their driving habits. They remind each
other of their mutual responsibility to the residents -- particularly the children -- living in the
community.

Speed Watch:
(This program is on hold due to budget cutbacks)
The Speed Watch Program trains residents to use radar in their neighborhoods and provides free
equipment for a week. The Bureau staff will work with you and other volunteers to schedule a training
session. As a Speed Watch volunteer, you will have the use of the radar equipment for one week to
identify speeding vehicles. The information you gather is matched with the Driver and Motor Vehicle
Service (DMV) records. The Bureau then sends a letter to the vehicle's registered owner advising the
owner their vehicle was seen speeding. The letter appeals to the owner and drivers to slow down on
neighborhood streets. (This program does not issue speeding tickets.)
When a neighborhood completes a successful Speed Watch, the Bureau installs a banner in the area
reminding people to slow down. The Bureau waives the regular $100 bam1er installation fee. Call the
Bureau of Transportation System Management Speed Watch Program at 823-5372 to request a Speed
Watch training session.

Banners:
(This program is on hold due to budget cutbacks)
In most cases, speeding results from habit, not from an intentional decision to break the law. So
short-term reminders to slow down are effective in getting people to change their driving behaviors.
Banners alert us to check our driving speeds. Neighborhood associations or other community groups are
asked for $100 to help defray some of the costs of hanging the banner. The group also receives bumper
stickers with the "Slow Down" message to distribute throughout the neighborhood.
Contact your neighborhood or business association, local school advisory committee or parent/teacher
association. They can call the Bureau of Transportation System Management Banner Program at
823-5372 to request a banner application.

Residential Speed Bump Purchase Program:
Neighbors can get together and pay for speed bumps tlu"ough a special city program. Residents can
pursue this option when a street isn't high enough on the priority list to wan-ant City funding. The street
must meet some basic speeding and traffic volume criteria to be considered.
For more information about the Residential Speed Bump Purchase Program, call thc Bureau of
Transportation System Management at 823-5185.

Creative Approaches to Slowing Down Neighborhood Speeders:
Plant trees. Street trees offer a beautiful alternative to the wide-open speedway feeling of a treeless
neighborhood street. Call the Urban Forestry Division at 823-4489 for more information on planting
street trees.
Leave your car at home. Encouraging your family and friends to ride their bicycle, walk, or take the
bus/light rail, will reduce the traffic volume and speeding in your neighborhood.
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On streets with speeding problems, Traffic Calming staff maintain a citywide list oflocations that could
benefit from "traffic calming" devices. The Bureau ranks locations by the severity of the speeding
problem.
When a street nears the top of the list, the Traffic Calming staff works closely with neighborhood
residents to determine the best way to slow or divert traffic. The width of the street, volume and speed of
traffic, and the street's designation for ("Neighborhood Collector" or" Local Services") streets will help
determine what alternatives are possible.
In many cases, particularly where traffic volume is low, the city installs speed bumps without adding
other improvements. Another special city program allows neighbors to pay for speed bump installations
themselves when a street isn't high enough on the priority list to receive city funding. For more detailed
information on the following programs call 823-5185 or click on the programs below.
Gij Complex Local Service Street Program
GO Streamline and Residential Speed Bump Purchase Program
~ Neighborhood Collector Street Program

School Safety Program:
The City of Portland recognizes the importance of creating safe walking conditions near schools. For
that reason, the Police Bureau and the Bureau of Transportation System Management work together to
encourage safe driving speeds and other safety precautions near schools. Through the S'.)ol Safety
Program, the city provides signs, signals, traffic calming devices, and enhanced police' orcement in
the blocks immediately surrounding schools. For more detailed information about the Bureau of
Transportation System Management click here Elementary School Safety Program or call 823-5185.

Stop Signs and Speed Limit Signs:
The city of Portland does not generally install stop signs as a way to slow traffic. The city installs stop
signs where there might be a question about who should have the right-of-way to prevent crashes. When
stop signs are installed to slow down speeders, drivers may, in fact, increase their speed between signs to
compensate for lost time. This creates an even more dangerous situation. Stop signs in inappropriate
places could result in more drivers running stop signs and speeding through neighboring streets. To learn
more about Stop Signs, call the Bureau of Transportation System Management at 823-5185.
Installing speed limit signs may seem to be a logical solution to remind drivers not to speed. But new
speed limit signs don't seem to change people's driving behaviors. Only where the speed limit changes to
a higher or lower speed does the City use its limited resources to install new speed limit signs.
To learn more about traffic signing, call the Bureau of Transportation System Management at 823-5185.

What Neighborhoods Can Do!
The City of Portland has limited resources for speed enforcement and expensive street improvements.
Sometimes, neighborhoods must wait months or years for traffic calming projects.
Fortunately, residents and businesses throughout Portland have found ways they can work together to
reduce speeding on neighborhood streets. Neighborhood education projects are effective and
inexpensive and can be conducted by volunteers in their spare time.
Most people caught speeding are driving too fast in their own neighborhoods. "Speeders" aren't bad guys
from somewhere else -- most arc our neighbOJ's and friends, responsible peopJe like ourselves who are
committed to safe, peaceful neighborhoods.
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Portland, Oregon Traffic Calming Program - How it Works

http://www.trans.ci.portland.or.us ... agementiTrafficCalmingIHOW/HOW.HTM

Write letters to the editor or your neighborhood and community papers. Let drivers know that
speeding threatens our sense of community and personal well-being.
Learn more about transportation and traffic issues. Portland State University and the Bureau of
Transportation System Management sponsor a nine-week course "Portland Traffic and Transportation."
Scholarships are available to Portland residents. For more information on these and other ideas, call the
Bureau of Transportation System Management Community Traffic Safety Section at 823-5266.

N eigbborbood Activities:
Portland residents and businesses are creative and enthusiastic about traffic safety. Recently, community
members created their own ways to remind people to observe speed limits. For example, one
neighborhood designed lawn signs telling people to "Slow Down."
Any action that reminds people to watch their speed will affect potential speeders. Some residents
walked their neighborhoods to place door hangers on nearby homes. A block pariy around the theme,
"Slow Do'wnll! gets people thinking and talking about their driving habits.
If you are interested in discussing ways your street, -block or neighborhood can work together to fight
speeding, call the Bureau of Transportation System Management at 823-5185. The Bureau will send a
representative to talk with you and your neighbors at an evening meeting. You can share ideas and learn
how the City of Portland can help you slow traffic in your area.
I HOMEI Searchl How it Worksl Traffic Calminf! Devicesl Portland Project Evaluationsl Traffic
Calming and the Lawl Current and Future Projectsl New Researchl Studies and Reportsl Calendarl
Program Info and Staff]

[Comments & Questions[
Help us improve our site; Send suggestions to Scott. Thank you.
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